
Chapter 2

An Agent-based Approach

This chapter presents our approach to studying problems of economic
organization. Next to the discussion on substantive extensions to TCE
in Section 1.2, this entails a second deviation from the transaction cost
economics approach. In short, we take issue with the focus|in economics
in general and in transaction costs economics in particular|on optimal
outcomes. This focus and our objections against it are discussed in the
next section. A more appropriate way of studying economic organization
is presented in Section 2.2.

2.1 Optimization

One of the pillars on which TCE's analysis rests is the assumption that
people are boundedly rational (see Section 1.1.1). If this is not assumed,
the argument falls apart because complete comprehensive contracting is
then feasible. With the assumption in place, TCE's analysis is aimed at
�nding the most appropriate organizational form for each possible type
of transaction, in the sense of being `aligned' with the attributes of that
transaction|as discussed in Section 1.1.3.

However, the theory then goes on to hypothesize that organizational
structures are aligned with the attributes of transactions. TCE there-
fore, suggests a higher level of rationality. On the one hand, people are
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assumed to be boundedly rational, but on the other hand, they are hy-
pothesized to behave they way they would if they were rationally able
to design the governance structures that are most appropriate given that
they are boundedly rational. In other words, boundedly rational people
are hypothesized to use precisely those governance forms for organizing
transactions that they would use if they were unboundedly rational in
choosing or designing them.

2.1.1 Economic Natural Selection

When confronted with this contradiction, (transaction cost) economists
will usually admit that people are indeed not fully rational, but they will
go on to suggest that people will behave like they would if they were
(Alchian 1950, Enke 1951, Friedman 1953). Full rationality implies the
ability to determine what|i.c. which organizational form|is optimal,
given the circumstances (of bounded rationality, for example). The ar-
gument is that since suboptimal behavior and suboptimal organizational
forms do not survive in the selection process of markets, they will not
be found in empirical research. Presumably, this is why it is allowed
to hypothesize outcomes in which transactions are perfectly aligned with
organizational forms, while those responsible for the alignment are at the
same time assumed to be largely unable to perform the alignment.

The reason for using this argument is that it allows economists to
use mathematics and other formal methods for modeling problems in
economics and solving them for optimal equilibrium outcomes. Another
reason is that, looking at it this way, economists do not have to explain
why economic activity is organized the way it is and how it has come to
be organized that way rather than some other way. As mentioned in the
introduction, it is irrelevant whether or not people are able to determine
what is best for them; what matters is that economists are able to do
that.

Apparently, this is preferred over taking the assumption of bounded
rationality all the way, which e�ectively means allowing for an in�nite
array of outcomes consistent with more or less rational behavior, rang-
ing from full rationality to full stupidity, so to speak. This would mean
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that models would be much more complex and di�cult to analyze and
that hypotheses would be much less straightforward to derive from those
models. This is obviously a much more di�cult task but, because of the
seriousness of the objections discussed below, it is the one that was un-
dertaken in the research described in this thesis|not that it was carried
out completely, by the way. Only a small step was taken towards more
realistic models; the decision-making situation is a very simple one. The
main contributions to a more realistic study of economic organization are
that (1) individual, boundedly rational agents are studied in each other's
context, in which (2) they adaptively learn to make their own decisions
while (3) inuencing the consequences of each other's decisions.

2.1.2 Objections against Optimization

The evolutionary argument is used by economists to justify their search
for optimal outcomes, by stating that suboptimal behavior is not rele-
vant because it will not survive the selection process on markets. The
economic natural selection argument is awed on several accounts. Our
objections against it are divided in those against the presumed e�ective-
ness of the evolutionary selection process on the one hand, and against
the appropriateness of the evolutionary model on the other hand.

Objections within the Evolutionary Model

First of all, the economic natural selection argument depends on the
e�ectivess of markets in terms of weeding out suboptimal behavior. There
are several reasons why this e�ectiveness may not be as high as it needs
to be. If the argument is that it is only the best behavior that survives
in a population, then the �rst and obvious objection is that economic
natural selection does not yield the best conceivable (as resulting from a
rational analysis), but merely the best present in the population (Winter
1964). Which behavior survives depends on the behaviors present in the
population to begin with, and not on the analysis. The implication is
that the population of agents itself should be part of the analysis.

A related point is that if the optimal behavior is not present in the
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population to begin with, it should be able to enter the population. Entry
barriers may prevent this and thus protect incumbents and not put the
pressure on them that forces them to behave in an optimal manner. Zero
pro�ts and price that equals marginal costs are only equilibrium outcomes
under free and costless entry, while positive pro�ts are often observed.
Entry, however, is only the �rst phase of the general process in which
optimal behavior enters the population and then spreads through it.

In the second phase, even if the optimum is present in the population
to begin with or is able to enter the population, a mechanism has to be at
work to transfer this optimal behavior from one agent in the population
to the next. In biological evolution, the process of reproduction performs
this task, but do organizations reproduce? It may be argued that an
organization's genetic material is transferred to the organization's de-
scendants in the form of organizational memory. Descendants are then
the same organization at later moments in time. It is, however, hard to
imagine how it could be transferred to other organizations, which it needs
to if it is ever going to spread throughout the population, which, in turn,
it needs to do if hypotheses based on rational analyses are ever to be
con�rmed. Especially tacit organizational knowledge is hard to transfer,
because it has to be made explicit �rst, or be transferred in imitation
which requires physical proximity. Why would organizations do that and
transfer the knowledge that makes them successful to competing �rms?
Besides, if there is some imitative process at work, then what may be
observed and imitated is behavior, and not necessarily the underlying
knowledge and rules derived from it that make organizations successful.

Another reason why suboptimal behavior may survive, is that it is
often not in direct competition with organizations behaving in a superior
manner. Not all billiards players always win; they are still able to make a
living if they do not always encounter stronger players. Di�erent cultures
exist in di�erent parts of the world, where di�erent ways of doing business
exist (de Jong 1999). Because these groups are separated from each other
geologically or otherwise, their di�erences can remain. Globalization and
the internet, however, make competition more international, which puts
pressure on some regions as di�erent ways of doing business may invade
them. Evolutionary game theory deals with these issues; see (Nooteboom
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1997) for an analysis of whether, in these kinds of models, opportunism
will ever go away.

What these objections mean for transaction cost economics is that its
analysis may not be helpful in designing hypotheses about economic or-
ganization. For example, Williamson (1985, p. 64{65) states that \[o]ne
of the implications of opportunism is that `ideal' cooperative modes of
economic organization, by which I mean those where trust and good
intentions are generously imputed to the membership, are very fragile.
Such organizations are easily invaded and exploited by agents who do
not possess those qualities", which clearly indicates his thinking in terms
of an evolutionary model. As a consequence, such `high-minded' orga-
nizational forms are immediatedly rendered nonviable. However, if this
hypothesis is based on an evolutionary argument, then, as suggested by
Koopmans (1957) long ago, its validity should be tested by modeling the
evolutionary process explicitly.1 What Koopmans probably did not have
in mind, but what is possible today, is to model the evolutionary pro-
cess explicitly by simulating it on a computer, using a so-called genetic
algorithm (see Appendix A, and see (Holland 1975) for the original pub-
lication and (Goldberg 1989) for a good general introduction). Miller
(1996) did just that and found that an evolutionary process does lead
to a high level of cooperation and trust in the population, which sup-
ports the view that the evolutionary metaphor does not support TCE's
hypotheses.

In Section 2.2, an alternative approach is suggested for coming up
with hypotheses about economic organization. This approach does not
only use additional theoretical insights besides TCE, as discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2, but it is also not based on an evolutionary metaphor. In the
current section, it has been argued that the evolutionary metaphor does

1See Blume and Easley (1998, p. 23), who \view [their] analysis as showing that

Koopmans' cautionary remarks about the use of natural selection as the basis for

pro�t maximization are correct. We show that it is simply not appropriate to argue

for pro�t maximization on the basis of natural selection and then replace natural

selection by pro�t maximization in either static or dynamic equilibrium analysis. It

may be that pro�t maximizing behavior is a useful hypothesis, but the usefulness of

natural selection as a defense of pro�t maximization is very limited".
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not support hypotheses consistent with rational optimization. It would
be possible to use a genetic algorithm and derive other hypotheses from
the evolutionary approach, but that is not what is attempted here, be-
cause the evolutionary approach itself is considered inappropriate. This
is discussed in the next section.

Objections against the Evolutionary Model

I have raised these objections earlier (Klos 1997, Klos 1999), in relation
to Miller's (1996) experiments mentioned earlier. They will be discussed
here again, to guide the discussion at hand. Miller used a genetic algo-
rithm to evolve a population of strategies for playing the repeated pris-
oner's dilemma, which is also an often-used model of inter-�rm relations
(see, e.g., Axelrod 1984, Hill 1990, Parkhe 1993). The prisoner's dilemma
(PD) is a game that models the conict between individual and collec-
tive interest. Two players both have to choose between cooperating or
defecting (acting opportunistically), without knowing the other player's
choice. Both players then receive a payo� that depends on both players'
choices. Table 2.1 shows these payo�s, where T stands for the tempta-

Player II
C D

Player I
C
D

(R;R)
(T; S)

(S; T )
(P; P )

Table 2.1: Prisoner's Dilemma if T > R > P > S and 2R > T + S (for
the Repeated PD).

tion to defect when the other player cooperates, R stands for the reward
a player receives when he cooperates when the other player also cooper-
ates, P stands for the punishment both players receive when they both
defect and S stands for the sucker's payo� for the player who cooperates
when the other player defects.

The payo�s show that each player is better o� by defecting irrespec-
tive of whether the other player cooperates (because T > R) or defects
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(because P > S). If the game is repeated, this grim perspective disap-
pears because the possibility then opens up to make game-play reactive
to previous moves, allowing players to punish defection and reward coop-
eration in the previous move, for example. This is only the case when the
game is repeated inde�nitively, however, because if the game has a known
number of repetitions, backward induction makes defection the optimal
choice in each round. Both players then know that the other player will
defect in the last round, so they will both defect in the last round. This
makes defection in the second-to-last round the rational choice as well,
and so on until the very �rst round. This backward induction argument
does not work if the game has an unknown or in�nite number of rounds.

Miller (1996) used a population of 30 strategies and measured each
strategy's �tness per generation as the average payo� per move (APM)
across 150-round repeated PD's against the 30 strategies in the popula-
tion (including itself). After this round-robin tournament, the 30 strate-
gies were ranked by decreasing �tness. Miller used an elitist scheme in
which the top 20 strategies proceeded to the next generation unchanged
and 10 new strategies were created in each generation, using 2-point
crossover conditional upon a 60% crossover-probability and bitwise mu-
tation on the o�spring conditional upon a 0.5% mutation probability.
This means that 5 consecutive times, 2 strategies were selected from
the entire previous population and, conditional upon a 60% probability,
crossed with each other at two loci, after which each bit in each of the two
resulting o�spring was subjected to a 0.5% probability of being ipped
(from 0 to 1 or vice versa).

Miller's (1996) experiments were replicated in (Klos 1999),2 and are
presented in Figure 2.1. This �gure shows the proportion of di�erent
types of outcomes averaged over the 150 rounds of the game and over all
the games in the whole population in each generation and, in addition,
over 40 runs of the experiment. It shows that, under selective pressure,
it is in fact not the \ `ideal' cooperative modes" that are \easily invaded
and exploited by agents who do not possess those qualities" (Williamson

2Because Miller's (1996) experiments were compared to my own experiments in

which I used 36 agents, I replicated Miller's experiments with 36 strategies as well,

with the same relative size of the elite.
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Figure 2.1: Outcomes in Miller's (1996) experiment.

1985, p. 64{65). Rather, those cooperative modes are the ones that
survive in the long run. The (interesting) implications of these results
for transaction cost economics are not derived here, but the focus is
rather on the criticism I have on the evolutionary approach itself (cf.
Klos 1999).

The main objection is that a genetic algorithm is essentially an in-
strument of optimization. Even though it is not guaranteed to �nd an
optimum, it is the next best thing to optimizing when that is not possible
analytically because of the complexity of a model. To this end, evolution
as modeled in a GA and implemented, for example, by Miller, operates
at the population level. Candidate solutions are usually represented as
strings, often binary. These can be interpreted as points in a multidi-
mensional search space. Miller (1996), for example, represented RPD
strategies as Moore machines|a kind of �nite state machine (FSM)|
which he coded as strings of bits. Figure 2.2 shows the famous strategy
`tit for tat' as a �nite state machine. This strategy was invented by
Anatol Rapoport and made famous in Axelrod's (1984) tournaments. It
cooperates in the �rst round of the game and then mirrors the opponen-
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Figure 2.2: Tit-for-tat as a Moore machine.

t's previous move in subsequent rounds. In general, a Moore machine
consists of (1) a set of internal states (the circles in Figure 2.2), one of
which is designated to be (2) the starting state (labeled 'S'), (3) an out-
put function that maps each internal state onto an output, i.c. a choice
between the alternative actions C and D (the uppercase characters inside
the circles) and (4) a transition function that maps each internal state
onto a next state (designated by arrows in Figure 2.2) for each of the
opponent's possible actions (the lowercase arrow labels). Miller (1996)
used machines with a maximum of 16 internal states, which he coded as
strings of 148 bits.3

Each possible strategy can be seen as a point in a 148-dimensional
space. Each strategy is a solution to the problem of being successful
in a repeated prisoner's dilemma. This success, of course, depends on
the strategy played against, so Miller let the strategies co-evolve, which
means that their �tness and therefore chances of survival are determined
in part by the other strategies in the population. This was achieved by
calculating �tness as the average payo� per move in games against all
strategies in the population in the current generation. Fitnesses can be
thought of as values on the 149th dimension, as a �tness-landscape on
the original search space.4 The objective is to �nd the 148-dimensionsal

3Because 4 bits can represent 16 di�erent numbers, it takes 4 bits to designate

the starting state. For each of the 16 states, it takes 1 bit to specify the value of the

output function (0 for C and 1 for D) and 4 bits to specify each of the two values of

the transition function (one for the opponent's cooperation and one for his defection).

This means it takes a total of 4 + 9 � 16 = 148 bits.
4It is easier to visualize the �tness-landscape as the third dimension on a 2-

dimensional search space. The objective is then to �nd the highest peak in the

�tness-landscape. The point in the 2-dimensional search space corresponding to that
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point with the highest �tness. It is obviously a very hard problem to
determine what the best strategy is, and there probably is not even a
best strategy for all circumstances, i.e. against all possible opponents. A
genetic algorithm can very well be used for these kinds of problems that
can not be solved analytically. Instead of trying to optimize an unknown
�ness-function, or calculate the �tness of all possible points in the space,
in each of a sequence of generations it samples a limited number of so-
lutions in the search space in parallel, and uses information about the
performance of those di�erent solutions to direct search towards promis-
ing regions of the search space in the next generation, when it explores
those promising regions further.

The properties that make a GA successful, however, are the very same
properties that make it inappropriate for modelling individual agents'
adaptive behavior. Most importantly, notwithstanding the e�ects of com-
munication and reputation, individuals do not have access to information
about the performance of all the strategies they did not use themselves;
they only have access to their own experience for guiding their search,
and maybe those of a limited number of other agents, like the ones they
interact with directly. These objections can be illustrated by considering
what a GA-model means when viewed from the perspective of an indi-
vidual in the population. Some very strong assumptions are made|all
too often only unconsciously.5 These assumptions follow from modelling-
decisions made to let the GA function e�ciently and e�ectively, but they
are not realistic from the individual agent's perspective.6

peak is the solution to the problem.
5See also Vriend's (1998) experiments, who also confronted the results from a

genetic algorithm (which implements what he calls `social learning') with individual

agents' `individual learning'. His conclusions is that the \lesson to draw here is that

the computational modeling choice between individual and social learning algorithms

should be made more carefully, since there may be signi�cant implications for the

outcomes generated" (1998, p. 11, emphasis added).
6Whether or not this is a problem, depends on what the GA is used for, of course.

When it is used with the intention to solve a hard problem, then it does not matter

that these assumptions are implausible from the perspective of the members of the

population|which it does when the GA is used as a representation of individual

adaptive learning. One could, out of curiosity for example, use a GA with the intention
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1. First of all, all the agents in the population interact with all other
agents in the population, while people typically only interact with
a limited number of others, namely those who are physically, cul-
turally, emotionally, or otherwise close to them. This was done
because it directs the GA's search towards strategies that perform
well in general, rather than just against a small number of �xed
strategies (as in Axelrod's (1987) experiments, for example), which
the population would then specialize to.

2. Secondly, and more importantly, the decision to change a strategy
is not taken by the agent using the strategy but by the parame-
ters that regulate the GA's operation. For example, the 20 top
performers are forced to keep their strategy, and the 10 worst per-
formers are forced to change their strategy. Even apart from the
speci�cs of this elitist scheme, the decision to change a strategy is
simply not taken by the agent himself, while, reasonably, it should
be. Instead, it is taken on the basis of a comparison of the agent's
performance and all other agents' performance, whereas, in relation
to the �rst point, comparison with only those somehow `close' to
the agent would be more appropriate. This mirrors the fact that
the GA is not about agents but about strategies; the GA searches
for optimal strategies, irrespective of what agents using strategies
would do.

3. Thirdly, when comparing an agent's performance to other agents'
performance, those other agents' experiences in all their games are
taken into account, most of which the agent did not partake in him-
self. Experiences are assumed to be transferable from one agent to
the next. This is an important mechanism that makes the GA suc-
cessful, but from the perspective of the individual agent, it means

to replace or supplement TCE's rational analysis in a model that can not be solved

analytically, but then it should not be claimed that the outcome of the GA is a good

hypothesis of what people actually do in situations characterized by that model. It

could be used \as a benchmark against which to assess the performance of more

realistically modelled social learning mechanisms" (Tesfatsion 2001, p. ??).
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that he not only has access to the experiences of all other agents in
the population, but also that those are relevant to his own situation.

4. Finally, when creating new strategies, old strategies from the whole
population are used, while, in relation to the �rst and second points
above, any imitative process would more likely be based on those
close to the agent. Moreover, the agent would never even be able to
perceive other agents' strategies, but only their behavior in mutual
games, as generated by their underlying strategies. Because the
GA operates on strategies, this is not a problem; at the level of
the population of `solutions', all strategies are visible and can be
manipulated in the search for better ones.

In (Klos 1999), these considerations led me to design a di�erent setup for
modeling agents' adaptive social behavior, in which all agents are located
in the cells of a grid, interact only with their immediate neighbors on
the grid and themselves decide on changing their strategy on the basis of
their own comparison of their own performance with only their immediate
neighbors' performance.

Others have also noticed some of these considerations. In another
application of a GA|derived from a follow-up (Stanley et al. 1994) on
an early version of Miller's (1996) experiments (Miller 1989)|Tesfatsion
(2001, p. ??), for example, notices that

\[a]n important caution is in order here, however. The in-
formation that work suppliers and employers are currently
permitted to have access to in the evolution step is substan-
tial: namely, complete knowledge of the collection of strate-
gies used by agents of their own type in the previous trade
cycle loop, ranked by �tness. The evolution step is thus more
appropriately interpreted as an iterative stochastic search al-
gorithm for determining possible strategy con�guration at-
tractors than as a social learning mechanism per se. The
resulting welfare outcomes will be used in subsequent work
as a benchmark against which to assess the performance of
more realistically modelled social learning mechanisms."
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The point is that we are not interested in `strategy con�guration attrac-
tors', but in `more realistically modelled social learning mechanisms'. On
the one hand, what Tesfatsion (2001) and other economists using genetic
algorithms are doing, is going down to the level of individual agents. I
agree that we should do this, even though it makes models much more
complex, as discussed in Section 2.1.1. But on the other hand, what they
use genetic algorithms for is to look for equilibria, `strategy con�gura-
tion attractors', and optimal outcomes in those more complex models
once again, because their models can not be solved analytically. This is
precisely what I have argued earlier that we should not be doing, which
is why, in the next section, I propose a form of learning at the level of
the individual, analogous to the model in (Klos 1999).

2.2 Agent-based Computational

Economics

The approach taken in this thesis operates at the level of individual,
boundedly rational, adaptive agents. They may still search a space of
solutions like the 148-dimensional space Miller (1996) created, but they
do so by adapting on the basis of their own personal experiences. A
number of such agents are allowed to interact with each other and adapt
their behavior on the basis of their experiences in those interactions. The
behavior that emerges from these interactions may not be optimal at the
population level, but it will be at the level of the agent, at least to the
extent that the agent's bounded rationality lets him establish that.

This approach falls under the heading of `Agent-based Computational
Economics' (ACE), \the computational study of economies modelled as
evolving systems of autonomous interacting agents" (ACE-website):7

\A central concern of ACE researchers is to understand the
apparently spontaneous formation of global regularities in
economic processes, such as the unplanned coordination of

7http://www.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/ace.htm
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trade in decentralized market economies that economists as-
sociate with Adam Smith's invisible hand. The challenge is to
explain how these global regularities arise from the bottom
up, through the repeated local interactions of autonomous
agents channeled through socio-economic institutions, rather
than from �ctitious top-down coordination mechanisms such
as imposed market clearing constraints or an assumption of
single representative agents."

This approach is used more and more often to study problems in
economics|problems that can not be solved analytically, because the
search space is too large or because the function to be optimized is un-
known.8 The essence of this approach is to model individual agents ex-
plicitly and to focus on the process in which they interact with each other
and adapt their behavior on the basis of their experiences in those inter-
actions. Economic phenomena can then be studied as the outcomes that
emerge from actual (simulated) interactions between individual, bound-
edly rational, adaptive agents. Whether an interaction takes place be-
tween any two given agents is left for them to decide. What the agents
subsequently do in that interaction is their own|possibly sub-optimal|
decision, that they make on the basis of their locally available, incomplete
information and as a result of their own (cognitively-limited) processing
of that information.

These processes and the outcomes that emerge from them are con-
sidered more interesting and useful than equilibria deduced from mod-
els employing representative agents, auctioneers or anonymous, random
matching, etc., models that require very limiting assumptions in order
for formal derivations to go through. As Schelling (1978, p. 26) puts
it, \[t]here is nothing particularly attractive about an equilibrium. An

8Examples include the problem of being successful in the repeated prison-

er's dilemma (Klos 1999, Miller 1996, Stanley et al. 1994), in social dilemmas

(Glance and Huberman 1994) as well as on �nal-goods markets (Albin and Foley

1992, Vriend 1995), stock markets (Arthur et al. 1997), industrial markets (P�eli

and Nooteboom 1997), whole-sale markets (Kirman and Vriend 2001, Weisbuch

et al. forthcoming), labor markets (Tesfatsion 2001), and spatial political models

(Kollman et al. 1992, Miller and Stadler 1998).
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equilibrium is simply a result. It is what is there after something has
settled down, if something ever does settle down. The idea of equilib-
rium is an acknowledgement that there are adjustment processes". Still,
even if it is considered interesting to know what the equilibrium in an
economic system is, then there are still several reasons for taking up
alternative lines of inquiry, such as the study of out-of-equilibrium ad-
justment processes|for example by means of computer simulations, as
in this thesis.

First of all, an equilibrium may be very hard or even impossible to
�nd, or `compute' (cf. the work at the UCLA Center for Computable Eco-
nomics9). All that is left, then, is to study out-of-equilibrium dynamics.
Secondly, there may be very many equilibria so that investigating how
the system evolves may provide information about which of those equilib-
ria are more probable, likely or otherwise interesting than others. This
is what evolutionary game theory is about. Thirdly, and relatedly, as
stated by David (1985),10 \it is sometimes not possible to uncover the
logic (or illogic) of the world around us except by understanding how
it got that way". Fourthly, it is possible to study equilibria as the re-
sult of and in their relation to out-of-equilibrium dynamics. Much of
the focus on equilibrium in economics has been forced onto economists
by the di�culty of studying anything else|that is, by the absence of
appropriate tools for studying anything other than equilibrium, like the
more interesting adjustment processes mentioned by Schelling (1978).
Holland (1992) describes how it has recently become possible to study
complex adaptive systems using computer simulations and states that,
now that it's possible, \[i]t is the process of becoming rather than the
never-reached end points that we must study if we are to gain insight"
(1992, p. 19). Finally, if one wants to intervene in a process with the
intention of reaching a desired outcome, one needs to understand how the
process that leads to the outcome, does so, and what the e�ects of mea-
sures taken now, are on the outcome obtained later (Nooteboom 2000).

9http://cce.sscnet.ucla.edu/
10This often-cited paper provides the main example of `path dependence' (the lock-

in to the QWERTY typewriter con�guration), on which much work by Brian Arthur

and others at the Santa Fe Institute (http://www.santafe.edu) is based.
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One needs positive knowledge about the way the system develops, which
might be revealed by computer simulations|or by longitudinal empirical
studies, but those are often not feasible in studies of managament and
organization. Besides, in empirical research it is impossible to observe
the e�ects of measures not taken, while computer simulations can always
be re-run under di�erent settings; these are the traditional advantages of
computer simulations. Epstein and Axtell (1996) refer to these arti�cial
societies using the term `CompuTerrarium', in which social structures
can be grown `in silico'.

2.2.1 Complex Adaptive Systems

ACE is the specialization to economics of the basic Complex Adaptive
Systems (CAS) paradigm. There are two important aspects of CAS.

Complex Systems . . .

A complex adaptive system (CAS) \is a complex system containing adap-
tive agents, networked so that the environment of each adaptive agent
includes other agents in the system" (Holland and Miller 1991, p. 365).
This paradigm seems to �t very well the case of transaction cost eco-
nomics, where, according to a recent statement by the founding father of
transaction cost reasoning, Coase (1995, p. 245)

\[t]he analysis cannot be con�ned to what happens within
a single �rm. The costs of coordination within a �rm and
the level of transaction costs that it faces are a�ected by its
ability to purchase inputs from other �rms, and their ability
to supply these inputs depends in part on their costs of co-
ordination and the level of transaction costs that they face
which are similarly a�ected by what these are in still other
�rms. What we are dealing with is a complex interrelated
structure."

Holland (1992) and Holland and Miller (1991) suggest to study eco-
nomic systems as complex adaptive systems. The CAS approach appears
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to be ideally suited to deal with Coase's (1995) observation, which is what
is attempted in the research described in this thesis.

. . . and Adaptive Agents

An agent in a Complex Adaptive System (CAS) is adaptive if \the actions
of the agent in its environment can be assigned a value (performance,
utility, payo�, �tness, or the like); and the agent behaves in such a way
as to improve this value over time" (Holland and Miller 1991, p. 365; see
also (Vriend 1995)). In the context of economic organization, this means
that agents adaptively choose organizational forms in such a way that
their performance, as dependent upon their choice of structural form for
organizing transactions, improves over time.

The assumptions of bounded rationality and potential opportunism,
combined with the condition of asset speci�city are all three needed as
conditions for the existence of �rms, i.e. conditions under which the mar-
ket looses (some or even all of) its advantage because of increasing trans-
action costs. Although necessary, these conditions are not necessarily
su�cient for the existence of �rms. TCE says that under these circum-
stances �rms may exist, but it does not explain how they come into
existence: it speci�es the conditions under which �rms have a compara-
tive advantage over markets, but not what is required for this advantage
to be translated into the actual emergence of �rms. As in (Axtell 1999),
this is an issue that is addressed in this thesis by means of agent-based
computational modeling|it can not be done within TCE's conceptual
framework. It can be done if one looks at individual agents and their
micro-motives (Schelling 1978) and the way those change over time in
response to the agents' experiences.

2.2.2 Agent-based Computational

Transaction Cost Economics

In the research described in this thesis, the ACE methodology was ap-
plied to issues of economic organization. Economic organization is stud-
ied from the bottom up (cf. Epstein and Axtell 1996); the resulting distri-
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bution of economic activity across di�erent organizational forms emerges

from processes of interaction between these agents, as they adapt future
decisions to past experiences. The system may or may not settle down
and if it does, the resulting equilibrium may or may not be transaction
cost economic.

Individual, boundedly rational economic agents are simulated in a
computational model, along with the transaction they may organize be-
tween each other (cf. Albin and Foley's (1992), Vriend's (1995) and Weis-
buch et al.'s (forthcoming) approach). As in Vriend's (1995, p. 205)
model, \market interactions depend in a crucial way on local knowl-
edge of the identity of some potential trading partners". The agents
themselves decide whether they want to make or buy; the option to out-
source, however, really just consists of a number of suppliers to outsource
to. A market has to be `made', before it can ever used as a governance
form (Vriend 1995, Vriend 1996, Weisbuch et al. forthcoming). Rather
than rely on standard, anonymous random matching devices, these deci-
sions are also explicitly incorporated in the model. Agents are assumed
to have di�erential preferences for di�erent potential trading partners
(Weisbuch et al. forthcoming). The actual agents and the actual trans-
actions are incorporated in the model and the agents adaptively search
suitable structural forms for organizing their transactions.


